
The new design of Wild Joker casino 

The first thing that immediately catches your eye after a website update is its design. In fact, it is 

the main feature of the new version, as the developers used HTML5 technology. Its use has 

greatly expanded the possibilities for players. The games now load faster and occupy less 

memory. At the same time, the site is now universally accessible to both stationary and mobile 

devices. Users no longer need to run the mobile and full version of Wild Joker Casino 

separately - both are combined in one. 

As for the art part, the developers of the popular online gambling network, as always, were on 

top of the game. The main page of wild joker casino is designed as the endless Peruvian jungle, 

among which are the majestic pyramids of the ancient Inca civilization. For centuries, intrepid 

travelers unsuccessfully trying to find the capital of this empire - the centre of luxury and 

abundance. But slot players don't have to wade through an impenetrable jungle - they use Wild 

Joker casino online to access the treasure. 

 

Promotions, tournaments, lotteries 

The offer to play Wild Joker Casino slot machines for money opens up a wide range of 

opportunities for additional winnings. These include various promotions, tournaments and lottery 

draws. In addition, it is possible to hit the jackpot or part of it on the site. On holidays, the portal 

hosts promotions with bonus $Aussie Dollars and freespins. Special codes are used to participate 

in most of these events. Current Wild Joker Casino promo codes for 2020 can be found on the 

Telegram-channel and Viber-community of the gaming club. The platform collaborates with top 

slot machine developers who offer: 

• Slots 

• Roulettes 

• TV games 

• Cybersport 

• Live dealer casino 

• Sports poker 

If there is a problem, a 24-hour, seven-day-a-week helpdesk is available to help visitors with any 

issue. You can use the online chat on the home screen or email to get in touch with the operators. 

To participate in Wild Joker Casino real money slots tournaments, all you need to do is wager 

at the specified slots and earn tournament points. Tickets for the lottery are credited to players 

automatically when they deposit a certain amount (usually $Aussie Dollars 100 = 1 ticket). For 

all tournaments and lotteries there are large prize funds, which are distributed among a large 

number of participants. All winnings are credited to the bonus balance and must be wagered 

according to the wager specified in the terms and conditions in order to withdraw them. 

https://wildjokercasino.bet/


Why does Wild Joker Casino not work 

Players on Runet, which due to political reasons nowadays has little to do with users from 

Australiae, are familiar with situations when access to gambling resources is lost. In most cases, 

the reason is sanctions. However, the Australia players who have chosen this project do not have 

to deal with website blockage. It is not blocked in Australiae, so complaints such as "Wild Joker 

Casino not working" or "I can not log in to Wild Joker Casino" are associated only with 

technical problems. 

One way or another, the organizers of the project have made sure that their clients do not 

experience difficulties with access. If the official site or the server of the Internet service 

provider is under maintenance, the players can always use a "spare airfield" - a mirror of Wild 

Joker. You will find more information about this resource in the next part of this review. You 

will also find other useful information about the project in the rest of this part. 

 


